Meet the Designer + Builder
Tracy Anthony is an in-demand, high-end home designer and builder
who has managed thousands of stunning projects in the Bay Area
over three decades. Tracy’s creativity and attention to detail can be
seen in his legacy of homes throughout Lamorinda, like at 112 Glen
Court in Walnut Creek, where he takes tired and uninspired ranch-style
houses and injects them with a new sense of intrigue and architectural
style. By removing interior walls, raising ceilings, and choosing
only the finest finishes, his skilled team creates dramatic, spacious
transformations beloved by his clients.
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HERE’S WHAT TRACY ANTHONY HAS TO SAY ABOUT 112 GLEN COURT…
“I was contracted to design/build an addition and remodel to the public spaces in the house. We
removed all interior walls to create a great room and added approximately 900 SF in a new entry porch,
4th bedroom/office, mudroom and pool/powder bath. The new spaces were reframed to 9’ high ceilings
allowing 8’ door and window header heights. Did you know an 8’ high window and exterior doors
increased natural light by over 25%? It is one of the most dramatic changes we design and build on our
remodel/additions. I included a La Cantina 16’ bi-fold door and 9’ window to the pool area to bring the
outside in and allow for family and friends easy access to the large eat-in Kitchen. The new bathroom
opens to the pool area to keep wet feet off the new hardwood floors. We sourced old cedar barn siding
from Oregon to install on the base of the island for a warm accent. The see-through fireplace and built- in
shelving separate the dining room from a reading area next to the Kitchen. Check out the craftsmanship in
the mudroom, shelving and island cedar...My guys are the BEST and take lots of pride in their work!”

